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it's time for us to drop 
Heavy park let's co-op. may i marijuana hot
prevent detection extra marinary young perone
In the squad drop it off,
And then pick up my Sarah Conner
Black Gabbana superdeath rock
smoking marjiuanas
..in the squadra i'm a totally drama like Osama
Obama Bama, suicide Rama
Get me a bad bitch like katana
And then post into Bahamas
feel drama nigga AMA 
Doin what I've been doing all my life
Baby, stay innovating of dedicatin tell'em ...
Yeah, we're rolling with the... and now we're celebrating
The sex, my ladies is crazy, it's just a celebration
You know me, I'm beat up
since a young tough, I've been a product of dust
What we call streets, we call the streets...
Chorus:
... boys, foot to the floor
Cash, songs, we gonna get it in while you hot
And we gonna keep it hot
Fire!
... G4, we're...
From the bottom straight to the top, hey!
And we gonna make it hot
Now drop, drop!
My beat... danging that.. on the Chevy
Blowing up the sun if you know about...
Check out my melody like...
Apparently your bitch be watching you in...
She liked that hood flavor
She can't get enough of it
Doing me a... I'm running up in it!
Ain't no party like a party, yeah we party hard
..We gonna take it, take it, break it down with that..
Get it when you feel it, hit your bitch with that...
...we move too fast, we move too slow,
Ain't no catching up... cause yeah nigger, we blow!
You know how bad I want it, yeah my engine is
running...
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Chorus:
... boys, foot to the floor
Cash, songs, we gonna get it in while you hot
And we gonna keep it hot
Fire!
... G4, we're...
From the bottom straight to the top, hey!
And we gonna make it hot
Now drop, drop
She's telling me how bad she really want it
...when I get it she know it
Yeah, and you should see how she be on it...
Chorus:
... boys, foot to the floor
Cash, songs, we gonna get it in while you hot
And we gonna keep it hot
Fire!
... G4, we're...
From the bottom straight to the top, hey!
And we gonna make it hot
Now drop, drop!
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